Abstract: Clustering of vehicles is an important technique to reduce the high mobility effect of vehicles. This paper proposes an analytical model to evaluate the performance of a clustered vehicular ad hoc network (VANET). The analytical model is developed to evaluate three important parameters, namely packet delivery ratio, throughput, and delay. The results obtained from the analytical model are also accompanied by simulation results. This model can be further extended by researchers working on clustered VANET scenarios and will be helpful in modeling their protocols or algorithms. Furthermore, this model can verify the simulation results obtained from any network simulator.
There are several challenges in VANETs, such as high node mobility, hidden terminal problem, limited number of channels, frequent disconnections, and time-bound service. Researchers have proposed several solutions to these problems. Clustering is one of the solutions proposed. In clustering, vehicles with same characteristics (i.e., velocity and acceleration) form a group termed as a cluster. A cluster head (CH) is selected among vehicles of a cluster to perform controlling activities within a cluster. Clustering reduces frequent disconnections and the effect of high mobility, thus enhancing the overall performance of the network.
The major contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
A. Analytical modeling for the performance analysis of the clustered VANET scenario. B. Comparison of clustered VANET performance with that of the non-clustered scenario to demonstrate its superiority. C. Analytical results are validated with simulation results.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A brief discussion of current clustering techniques is presented in section 2. An analytical model is developed in section 3. Section 4 describes the analytical and simulation results, and finally, section 5 concludes the paper.
Current clustering techniques
A study of latest algorithms is required to mathematically analyze clustering algorithms. In [4] , authors proposed an adaptive mobility and range-based clustering (AMRBC) algorithm that takes mobility as
